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Behold fog and rain 

Turning rugged mountains green 

Have fun, it’s Khareef !  
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 From the desk of the  HELC 
         By Mr. Saeed Al-Mashiki 

     I just wanted to take a minute today to 
let you all know what a fantastic job you 
are  doing for this Center. Throughout this          
academic year, there have been many        
positive changes and I’m proud that       
everyone of you has been a part of those 
changes. 
    Elated as I am,  I’m fortunate to work 
with such a team of  achievers, who        
unceasingly deliver excellent results. I 
have learned a lot from your wealth of     
experience, more than you can ever 
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 Straight from the  HoS-CTM 
   
         By Mr. Murali Krishna Vasireddy 

guess. It is truly your hard work and       
dedication that have remarkably turned this  
Center around. 
     I know that the success of our Magazine 
is  going to come from you, who support by      
reading it and by the creativity of the editors 
who have already sent us so many        
wonderful  articles, stories and photos from 
the ingenious minds of teachers and        
students. Taking it from my slogan,               
I’m  confident  that together we succeed. 
Thank you  and keep up the great work!  

   Viewpoints  of the HoS-ELP 
   
                      By Ms. Noor Kashoob 

     This academic year has been very fruitful to 

the English Language Center. The concerted 

efforts of the Administration, teachers, and      

support staff  to deliver quality education  to our  

students are  indeed commendable. 

     Rest assured that  the HoS-ELP’s Office is      

always open to address any concerns on           

English Language  programs, such as  scheduling 

of examinations. Together, let us be catalysts of 

change to make this academic    learning  on top 

not only in Dhofar region but also in the entire 

Sultanate of Oman.  

     This year ELC is gearing up to meet the             

challenges set by the General Foundation program.  

The Ministry of Manpower has been organizing 

technical colleges in the direction of a unified      

Foundation Program.  The Ministry has appointed 

committees to review the existing curriculum to    

ensure the quality and relevance of programs        

offered at   Foundation.   

     The Curriculum Development and Review       

Committee has revised and come up with proposed 

new Curriculum in English.  The revised English          

curriculum was implemented at Level 4 in semester 

1, September 2016, and at other levels in semester 

3, April 2017.   

     Teachers, coordinators, students, and                  

Administration at ELC have been working hard to 

adapt themselves to the newly introduced changes 

at the Foundation level, and so far the process has 

been going on smoothly.  Continuous Assessment 

and new  exam formats have posed challenges to 

teachers and students at various levels in terms of 

materials and difficulty levels.  I appreciate the 

HELC, teachers, coordinators, and the Quality 

Assurance Unit for their hard work and               

commitment without which the administration 

would not have been able to implement the new 

challenges that are introduced over the last three 

semesters. 



ELC organizes ITQ1 seminar 
     To continuously advance the 

teaching and learning process by 

addressing staff professional 

needs, the English Language   

Center (ELC) spearheaded by 

Mr. Saeed Al-Mashiki,            

organized the first English      

language education seminar in 

Salalah dubbed as     Improving 

Teaching Quality (ITQ1), held 

at  Salalah  Rotana Resort, April 

10, 2017. 

    The seminar primarily            

envisioned to provide the   

teachers with opportunities to 

share ideas, reflect on their day-

to-day teaching practices and 

exchange knowledge and        

experiences in the field through 

a stimulating professional         

environment. 

    Research educational  experts, 

lecturers, and teachers from  

Sultan Qaboos University, 

Dhofar University,  College of  

Applied Sciences-Salalah,      

Salalah  Fisherman Training    

Institute, and Salalah Nursing 

Institute participated in the   

seminar. 

    The keynote was addressed by 

Dr. Victoria Tuzlokova, Head of 

Professional Development and   

Research Unit at Sultan Qaboos 

University, who emphasized that 

higher education in Oman 

should draw attention to the    

importance of equipping        

effective skills to the    students, 

which are considered as key   

requirements for a successful     

professional career in the 21st   

century. 

    Another highlight of the       

seminar was a series of paper 

presentations on  Emotional      

Intelligence in the Classroom: 

Strategizing Classroom Delivery 

by Mr.  Faisal bin Khalifa;  

Types of Motivation Among 

College   Omani Students at 

English   Foundation Level: 

Which One Has the Upper 

Hand? by Mr. Marwan             

Al-Yafai; Integration of 21st 

Century Technology into the 

Classroom  by Mr.  Mokshanand      

Gandrapu; Taking Advantage of 

the Pre-Reading Activities    

Provided in L2 Cycle 2 Basic 

Education   Textbooks in Oman 

to Facilitate Learners’          

Comprehension by Mr. Jamel 

Eddine Al Akremi; and Raising 

Learners’ Awareness of the     

Importance of Critical  Thinking 

by Ms.     Dalinda Zghidi. 

     Adding insights to the      

seminar was a separate set of 
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panel discussions on Best   

Teaching Practices  moderated 

by Dr. Khalid Al-Mashiki,      

Assistant Dean of College and 

Applied Science at Dhofar     

University and on L2              

Motivational  Factors Common 

Characteristics and Implications    

moderated by Dr. Rais Attamimi, 

Post-Foundation  Coordinator of 

ELC, Salalah College of      

Technology. 

      As the seminar culminated, 

Mr. Saeed Al-Mashiki,        

Chairperson of the Steering 

Committee, thanked the different 

working committees for          

contributing to the success of the 

said endeavor. 

   “This will be the start of a 

chain of workshops that target in      

assisting the students to            

improve their English language            

proficiency” he concluded. 

ONE TEAM, ONE SPIRIT FOR A BIG SUCCESS:  Members of the 
different working committees spearheaded by Mr. Saeed Al-Mashiki, 
HELC (fourth from left) feel elated after the huge success of the first     
English language seminar held at Salalah Rotana Resort, April 10, 2017. 
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            By Ms. Amal Alawadi & Ms. Sharooq Reehan 
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ELC launches  
web service  
writing center 

     The English Language Center 

(ELC) launched a web service for 

Foundation students to help        

improve their writing skills, which 

is now accessible at 

www.sct.edu.om. 

     Teachers can access the web 

page by signing in using their     

college user name and password. 

Once teachers log in, they will see 

two different dashboards: one for 

the tutor and another for the      

Writing Center Coordinator/

Committee. 

     In the tutor’s dashboard, a 

teacher can see his/her schedule 

and can make a referral containing 

his/her group list. Once a teacher 

selects the name of the referral   

student, the next page shows the 

details of the student selected. 

     After the teacher’s confirma-

tion with the details of the student 

by saving the selection, he/she 

should select the weaknesses of 

the        referral student. When the 

details are saved, a confirmation 

message is automatically sent to 

student as well as the teacher. 

      The second dashboard, on the 

other hand, contains the names of 

referrals, making booking and the 

list of users and schedules. In this 

dashboard, a teacher will be able 

to book or cancel the names of        

referred students. Once a teacher 

refers a student, the name of the 

student appears in the dashboard 

and the teacher has to select the 

date, time, and tutor for the        

referred student. The moment the 

teacher successfully   completes 

the procedure, a   confirmation of 

booking SMS will be sent to the 

student and the group tutor. The 

teacher can see the confirmed 

schedule on the dashboard. 

      The Writing Center             

Coordinator can view the list and 

the schedule of referred  students 

and mark the students present or     

absent for the referred session. 

The Writing Center tutors can 

click on the present button and 

after logging in he/she can add   

comment or feedback. 

      Meanwhile, a web service 

writing training was conducted 

to Level 3 and Level 4 lecturers 

by Mr. Junn Eric Timoteo, SCT  

System   Administrator on      

October 13-17, 2016 at the ELC 

Labs 4 & 5. The training was 

organized by Ms. Atsloom        

Al-Mashani, Writing Center     

Coordinator. 

     The Writing Center              

Coordinator disclosed that the 

web service writing center will 

be  implemented this semester. 
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National day celebrated at SAC 

OMAN’s 46th NATIONAL DAY:  College officials led by Dr. Hamdan 

Al-Manthari, SCT Dean,  attentively listen to the  presentation  of          

students in each booth during the celebration of national day at SAC. 

     

     

       Filled with enthusiasm,        

students from the different         

departments of the college joined 

forces in celebrating Oman’s 46th  

National Day. 

      The much anticipated event 

was held at the Self- Access     

Center (SAC) on November 22, 

2016, through the     collaborative 

efforts of the English Language 

Forum, the Business Club, the IT 

Club, and the Engineering Club. 

     

 

  

    Each of the clubs put up 

booths showcasing the changes 

that have taken place in Oman 

for the past 46 years since Sultan 

Qaboos bin Said Al Said reigned 

in 1970. 

      Representatives from each 

club made a presentation about 

their exhibits to the visitors.  The 

one-day celebration was graced 

by Dr. Hamdan Al-Manthari, 

SCT Dean, along with other    

administrators. 

By Ms. Atsloom Al-Mashani 
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      By Ms. Shalu Thomas & Ms. Rachel Joseph 



     Foundation students in    

Levels 1 to 3 of Salalah College 

of Technology (SCT) and 

Dhofar University (DU)       

competed in various academic 

events on November 29, 2017. 

     The first team competition 

was called Jeopardy involving 

topics like geography, gram-

mar, and general knowledge in 

a   single competition. The two 

DU teams tied for the win with 

190 points, but the SCT teams 

were close behind with 180 

points and 150 points.  

     Jeopardy teams were given a 

chance of picking from five 

main topics and at the same 

time choosing the value or    

difficulty level of their question 

when   doing so. For example, a 

team could choose a 50-point      

question - or a 10, 20, 30, or 40

-point question in any of the     

categories. 

      In the final Jeopardy round, 

however, a team could choose 

to wager all their previously 

won points on a single answer 

if the team chose to do so. 

     Following the Jeopardy 

competition was the writing 

and speaking competition with     

topics on technology–its      

positive and negative effects; 

business–discuss a company 

and its history; weather–

favorite type and time; sports–

favorite and how to play; and 

festivals or special occasions. 

     According to the SCT and 

DU students, they enjoyed the 

different contested events and 

they would like to see more 

students participate in the      

future. 
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     A story project workshop was     

conducted to 30 students in Level 

1 to develop their listening and 

speaking skills. 

      Five oral questions were    

given to the students to measure 

the level of their comprehension 

at the end of the story session. 

The winners were given prizes. 

      Students’ level of                

satisfactions in the story project 

was determined based on the    

given  questionnaire as the    

workshop culminated. 

     The said endeavor was     

spearheaded by the Learning   

Support Center team composed of 

Ms. Amna Salem Al-Yafai,     

Hanan Ahmed Ramdan, and 

Atsloom Al-Mashani on            

November 27, 2016 at the Self 

Access Center. 

Story project hones L1 students’ skills 

By Ms. Amna Al Yafai 

FUN, FUN, FUN!  A team of  SCT Foundation students  beam 

with pride while answering the questions  in ‘Jeopardy,’  one of the 

events  during an intercollegiate competition held  at Dhofar       

University. 
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SCT, DU students 
compete 
in various events 

IMPROVING SKILLS:  Level 1 students keep their eyes and ears 

widely open during a story project presentation at the Self-Access  

Center. 

 
By Mr. Kevin Stoda 
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       The English Language   

Center (ELC) conducted an      

In-house Induction Program to 

its new intake students at the 

Self-Access Center, January 11, 

2017.  

     The college rules and         

bylaws, ELC vision and          

mission, and the ELC             

Administration were      present-

ed to the new students. The new 

level assessment and curricula 

were likewise clearly explained. 

For new ELC students’ awareness 

In-house induction program conducted 

      The students were also          

informed about the ELC             

services, such as the Self Access 

Center, Learning Support          

Center, Math Help Center,       

Writing Center, Speaking Club, 

and the English Forum.  

      In harmony with the GFP’s 

aim to involve students in the     

learning process to promote high 

quality of student-centered        

education, Talal Al Yafai,      

Level 2 student, was    invited to 

take part in the student induc-

tion.  It was an attempt to       

motivate the new intake students 

by showing a live example of a 

good student. Talal helped Ms. 

Khayar Alamri, Level 1         

Coordinator, to facilitate the 

question and answer portion.   

     Students were also given 

some tips on how to study and 

improve their  English skills. 

Students’ feedback was solicited 

towards the end of the program. 

     Six teams from two local      

colleges in Salalah, Oman faced 

off in Dhofar’s first                   

intercollegiate knowledge bowl or 

"General Knowledge Quiz,” held 

at the Self-Access Center, Salalah      

College of Technology (SCT). 

     Team SCT was represented by 

10 students with intensive English 

courses and from the Business     

Studies Department, while Team 

Dhofar University (DU) was                 

composed of 12 English major 

students  from the College of Arts 

and Applied Sciences.  

     Each team was assigned       

colored name tags, so that the 

judges could readily recognize 

Dhofar,” Teams SCT said. 

     The  event was  organized 

by the English Language           

Forum, a committee that      

handles various  extra-

curricular activities and        

excursions for SCT students, 

through the    supervision of 

Mr. Kevin Stoda, Ms.         

Wendella Francis, and Dr.     

Felicius Grace, ELC lecturers. 

     Meanwhile, the judges and 

scorekeepers for the               

intercollegiate knowledge bowl 

were also ELC lecturers of 

SCT, namely: Mr. Jon        

Chittick, Ms. Amy Cheadle, 

and Mr. Marc Carmichael 

Brown. 

which team was being called on 

by the moderators and which 

team had answered the questions       

correctly.  

     Topics involved in the quiz 

bowl were Oman history, world      

history, famous  persons     such 

as inventors, mathematicians, and 

scientists, famous places in the 

world, English grammar and      

vocabulary, nationalities and 

flags, geography, distances, sizes, 

and weights.  

      After the four-round          

competition, one of the DU teams 

emerged victorious. 

     “We look forward to compete 

with other college students in 

1st intercollegiate  

knowledge bowl in Dhofar held 

                        English Language Center            
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SCT  foundation students eager to join more contests 

   By Dr. Claire Orpilla 

By Ms. Khayar Alamri 
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      Coping with the Microsoft      

environment relevant  to staff      

academic development,  SCT  

teachers attended the Microsoft 

Sway training organized by the    

Educational Technology Center 

(ETC) on February 15-16, 2017 at 

Computer Lab 4, English Language 

Center.  

     Microsoft Sway is a          

presentation program and  it is one 

of the  products of the Microsoft 

Office family. 

     Known also as Office Sway, this   

product is used to  further enhance          

the creativity and productivity of     

learners in the web environment. 

     The Salalah College of        

Technology primarily uses an      

Academic License of Microsoft   

Office, which is considered to be 

the most commonly used              

application tool  for learning     

courses.  

     Mr. Roly Hechanova, ETC     

support staff, served as the  resource 

person of the  training which  was 

attended by interested lecturers of 

the different  departments. 

      According to Mr. Hashim  Al- 

Hadi, Head of ETC, the  training is 

a part of  the  Center’s commitment 

for teachers’ continuous               

professional development. 

     The ETC also conducted a Web 

Design and Development Training  

using Microsoft    Visual Studio 

2015 on February 8-9 and  a        

Plagiarism Training on March 21 at 

the ELC  Computer Labs. 

HARVEST TIME:  Dr. Said Omar Al-Mashiki, Asst. Dean for          

Academic Affairs, awards a certificate of completion  to an                   

administrative  staff  for taking the English Refresher Course  at the 

Center. 

SCT teachers 

trained 

in MS Sway  

    Tailored to develop the      

language skills of staff and     

enhance their knowledge of the 

English language, two English 

courses were offered by the 

English Language Center (ELC) 

to the administrative personnel  

of Salalah College of          

Technology (SCT) for semester 

2 this  academic year.  

     The first course English in 

the Workplace was taught by 

Dr. Rais Attamimi and Mr. Jon 

Chittick, while the      English 

Refresher Course was   handled 

by Mr. Kevin Dyer. 

     Fifteen staff from the Human   

Resource Department, Students 

Affairs Department, Admin-

istration and Finance              

Department, and Educational 

Technology Center took the 

English courses.  
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     By Dr. Claire Orpilla 

     Similar to Foundation    

students, the admin staff were 

subject to class participation, 

attendance, homework, and 

examinations. 

     After completing the    

courses in five weeks, the  staff  

were given certificates during 

an awarding ceremony on 

March 29, 2017 at the     Self-

Access Center of ELC. The 

ceremony was spearheaded by 

Dr. Said Omar Al Masihiki, 

Assistant Dean for Academic 

Affairs and Mr. Saeed Al-

Mashiki, HELC. 

     Meanwhile, the ELC, is   

currently offering a            

Community  Program Course 

for Diwan and Ministry of   

Defense staff,  with Dr.       

Attamimi, Mr. Dyer, and Mr.  

Chittick as teachers. 

ELC offers English courses  

 to SCT admin staff 
By Dr. Claire Orpilla 
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COVER STORY 

ELC-GFP Gearing up  
  for  ACCREDITATION 

       Aiming to meet international        

standards, the English Language  Center 

General Foundation  Program (ELC-GFP) 

of  Salalah College of Technology (SCT) 

is  undergoing the accreditation process 

and is now in the  second stage of       

preparation for accreditation with Mr. 

Saeed Al-Mashiki, Head of the ELC, as 

the chairperson. 

      Established in 2006 by the Oman       

Academic Accreditation  Authority (OAAA) 

to  nationalize the program adopted by all   

Colleges of Technology, the General      

Foundation Program (GFP) provides a 

strong   foundation to the higher  education 

sector in Oman since most Omani students 

undertake the GFP prior to their higher     

education programs.  

   Continued on next page 
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     Phase one  preparation commenced at 

SCT in April 2016, when the GFP  

Council Committee conducted two 

workshops to ensure that all GFP staff 

are aware of the Accreditation  Project. 

      The ELC-GFP Council had a      

meeting on October 18, 2016 to decide 

the seven GFP Working Groups 

(GFPWGs), the members and their       

responsibilities. On the other hand, the 

Steering Committee met with the 

GFPWGs on November 6, 2016 to     

discuss the  mechanism for collecting the 

GFP Self-Study data. 

    A detailed schedule with milestones 

for each task was documented and      

disseminated to all members. The  seven 

groups met several times to  discuss and 

list the  required support material from     

October 18 to  December 1, 2016. 

      On December 1 & 4, 2016, the         

Monitoring Committee (MC) held a meeting 

with the GFPWGs to discuss the approach 

and support material available.  Comments 

and suggestions for further guidance were 

likewise given by the MC. 

      The Steering Committee (SC) also met 

the members of the GFP Working Groups on 

February 28, 2017 to discuss problems and 

offer solutions as well as to ensure that the 

required support and guidance are provided. 

      Later on March 26, 2017 the SC        

conducted a workshop to train GFPWGs 

members  on  how to use the ADRI format 

to present each  criterion.  Groups are now 

working independently to write the report. 

     Like a mighty eagle, the ELC-GFP of 

Salalah College of Technology is soaring 

high to reach its aim—to meet and even   

surpass the  accreditation requirements set 

by OAAA.  Challenges are inevitable, but as 

the HELC always stresses out, such vision 

will be realized  as long as there is unity 

coupled with hard work.  Insha’Allah! 
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An American’s View 
 of Dhofari Students’ Attendance Issues  

     Many foreign teachers are amazed at the      

number of absences that Omani students think are 

acceptable when they arrive here to college each 

term in Dhofar.  In most countries around the 

world, almost no students are ever officially        

allowed to miss more than two to five percent of 

their classes in a semester.  Students at SCT are 

generally permitted to miss up to fifteen percent of 

their classes in a single semester.  There are 

many bad effects of  missing too many classes at 

SCT. Here are the three most important bad  effects 

of missing too many classes and not practicing 

enough English. 

     First, the most important reason that students 

hurt themselves when they don’t attend class is that 

they do not spend enough time speaking, writing, 

listening, reading, and practicing English language 

and vocabulary. When time-spent                       

practicing English per-student is too low, students 

cannot move from one level to the next in the 

Foundation program easily.  Then, if they are lucky 

enough to pass to a higher level or even to pass all 

four levels in the Foundation English, the students 

have sometimes either cheated or depended too 

much on others to do their work, i.e. students are 

not passing exams and foundation levels through 

their own effort.  So, too often some students are 

not becoming responsible adults, e.g. responsible 

for their own marks or grades. 

     Second, because it is often true that students 

who do not attend classes regularly at the               

Foundation   level either (1) cheat or (2) depend 

on others to do their work for them, these same 

students have trouble in all of their Post-

Foundations courses at SCT, too.   Students have 

trouble in their post-foundation courses because 

their English skills and math skills are 

weak.  Soon they may not pass the other SCT 

courses nor get good grades.  This means that the 

recommendations from professors will not be very 

good.  That will make it harder to find a job. 

     Third, because of low attendance and other bad 

study habits, some students actually will    either 

(1) leave SCT during the Foundation or (2) leave 

the college during their Post-Foundation period 

because they are doing poorly.   Other     students 

will continue to fail too many  exams.     Others 

simply will miss too many    classes. Others give 

up hope and stop going to college because they 

lose sense of   purpose.  Many of these students 

then have trouble getting the jobs or careers that 

they have dreamt of getting. This is very sad or 

tragic. 

     In conclusion, attendance is very important for 

students at SCT, but too many students do not 

take attendance nor practice English and study 

Math seriously.   It is very important for students 

to have high attendance rates and to spend as 

much time practicing English (and math)          

regularly as is possible.  I believe that both in the 

Foundation level and in the Post-Foundation level 

students must have good attendance and good 

study habits.  I hope their parents and families 

support them in these endeavors to be great       

students.  

By Mr. Kevin  Stoda 
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Causes of Poor Academic Performance  
among Omani Students at SCT 

 

By Dr. Manizheh Alami 

Abstract 
 

     Students’ poor academic performance is 

among the main concerns of teachers, syllabus 

designers, curriculum developers and the whole 

educational body. The issue becomes worse in 

non-English speaking countries where the        

medium of  instruction at colleges/ universities is 

English but students are exposed to English for a 

limited number of hours before beginning their 

study at college/university. To answer the      

question ‘what are the causal factors that affect 

students’ poor   performances in non-English 

speaking countries like Oman?’, 151 essays    

written by students who enrolled for post        

foundation program at Salalah College of       

Technology were examined carefully. The factors 

involved in students’ low academic achievements 

can be categorized into four macro groups:       

student-related factors, teacher- related factors, 

family-related factors and some other factors such 

as marriage, health problem, toxic friendships and 

transportation problems. The findings show that 

while student-related factors have the highest    

impact on students’ performance, teacher-related 

factors had the   lowest effect. 

 

Keywords: academic performance, student-      

related factors, teacher-related factors, family-

related factors 
 

Introduction 

     Understanding the goals of education and      

students’ needs are necessary for an educational 

system to prosper. By surfining on the Internet 

and Googling, we would come across ample   

number of articles and studies conducted to find 

out the factors that have impact on students’      

academic performance in different contexts and 

countries (Cascio 2015; Rahamneh, 2012). 

     The findings yield some prominent factors 

among which are: poor teaching method, improper 

evaluation instruments, stress and emotional        

factors like feeling towards teacher, subject and 

learning environment and the gap between         

materials used for teaching and the students’ needs. 

     Oman as a society, where English functions as    

second language, is not exceptional and faces the 

problem of low academic performance of the         

students. English is the medium of instruction in 

Oman post school / higher education institutions. 

The studies on ELT in Oman show that the vast    

majority of the students who finish high school 

(grade 12) and join different public and private  

higher education  institutions are unable to use      

language to fulfill their social, personal, academic, 

and career needs effectively and appropriately       

(Al-Issa, 2009b). 

     Bearing in mind that majority of Omani high 

school graduates have a limited understanding of 

the expectations of the higher education system, it 

is not unpredictable to see the students who are not           

interested in participating in classroom discussion, 

finding the subject/course boring, being absent        

frequently and getting low marks in exams. 

 

Research Design 

     Per SCT curriculum, English Technical Writing 

II (ENTW 1200) is offered in the post- foundation      

program to improve students’ expository writing 

skills. For the mid-semester exam, second semester 

Academic year 2014-2015, SCT students who have 

already been instructed to write a 5-paragraph 

cause or effect essay are given two topics and are 

asked to elaborate on one of the topics. To pursue 

the  objectives of this study, students’ essays were          

collected upon receiving approval from the level       

coordinator. The essays with ‘Causes of poor           
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Causes of Poor Academic  Performance ...from page 13 

As it is shown in the above table, the main reason 

for the poor performance pertains to the students 

and their incompetency in achieving academic 

success. Whereas teachers’ role in students’       

academic failure is not prominent, the role of     

factors such as marriage, health problems,           

transportation issues, and financial problems in 

students’ failure are more prominent than family- 

related causes. 

 

Student-Related Factors 

     As the results of the study show. the main   

causes of poor performance pertain to students’ 

failure to fulfill their academic responsibilities. 

For example, the first and foremost factor is, not 

studying or reviewing the material at home 

(16.50%). When the lack of interest in studying is 

coupled with being absent and missing classes, the 

issue becomes worst. Not doing the required       

assignments at home,  laziness, using mobiles for 

playing games/texting, feeling sleepy in the   

classroom because of staying up late at night, 

spending too much time with friends,  not having 

an effective study  schedule, disliking the            

obligation to come to college, and having no plans 

for the future are among the main problems the 

students mentioned in their essays.  

     Among the causes of poor performance,         

discussed by the students in their essays, is the 

problem with their major/ field of study. While 

some have no clear idea about their majors and  

claim that it has been selected by the parents and it 

is not their own choices, some find it too difficult 

to continue. Indeed, students often select a course 

with no idea about their capabilities and aptitude 

to learn a specific subject. Nevertheless, they need 

to be aware of their own development and adjust 

previous goals and decisions to accommodate  

personal growth. 

      Most students believe that their failure in       

college hinges on mastery of the English            

performance’ topic were separated and analyzed 

for the purpose of this study. 

 

 Population 

     The targeted population constitutes students 

who enrolled for the post foundation program and 

took the English Technical Writing II (ENTW 

1200) course in the second semester, Academic 

year 2014-2015. 180 essays were collected from 

among which 151 essays on “causes of poor        

performance” were analyzed to find out the    

prominent factors that affect students’ low         

performance. 

 

 Findings 

      Examining 151 essays written by SCT students 

at the post foundation level for Mid-Semester   

exam revealed that the factors involved in the poor          

academic performance fall into four macro            

categories; student-related factors (76.72%),         

teacher-related elements (5.40%), family –related 

causes (8.37%) and other factors like bad friends, 

marriage, having a job, health problems,              

transportation problems and financial problems 

(9.49%). Table 1 presents the various types of  

factors that might lead to low academic             

performance and their percentage. 

 

Table 1.  Summary of macro causes for stu-

dents poor performance 

      Continued on next page 
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Percentage 

Student-related factors 

 
 

76.72% 

Family-related factors 
 

8.37% 

Teacher-related factors 5.40% 

Other factors 
 

9.49% 
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common nowadays, especially when considered 

alongside the marked development of modern    

technology.  Cheating could be done by searching 

for information on a mobile during exam or texting 

answers to another student which causes academic 

failure. 

      Boredom is another factor that has an impact 

on students’ performance. There could be many       

reasons for students’ boredom, such as                

untouchable topics to read or write and a mismatch 

between the students’ current level of knowledge 

and the presented material in the classroom.  

 

Family-Related Factors 

     Findings show that among the family-related 

factors, the highest percentage (6.76%) pertains to 

uneducated parents, living in big family and having 

problem with parents due to generation gap.      

Family encouragement plays a  crucial role in     

children’s educational success. It is obvious that 

when parents are uneducated, they have no idea 

about the value of education and they do not care 

about their children's performance, which causes 

the students lose their academic  focus. In addition, 

too busy parents often do not care about the        

children’s performance in school or college.  
      The daily distractions of life like family         

obligations and work responsibilities are culprits in 

draining academic performance and must be      

managed properly.  Living in a big family with six/ 

seven siblings around is a very common problem 

among SCT students which makes it difficult for 

them to focus on study and doing homework. In 

most cases, students as the elder brother/ sister has 

some responsibilities like     taking care of younger 

siblings in the absence of parents, taking them to 

school and  helping them in doing assignments. If 

the student is  preoccupied by troubles at home or 

with friends, s/he may not be able to devote the 

necessary time and effort to  accomplish his/her 

own tasks. 

      Another flaw with parents pertains to their    

attitude towards bringing up children. According to 

students’  comments reflected in their writings, 

some parents do not have any idea about how to 

treat their children. They need to teach kids morals 

such as respecting their   teachers, as well as       

others in the  

society. 

language. They may have difficulty in                  

understanding their individual teacher (the majority 

of teachers at SCT are non-Omani) which causes 

students to avoid asking/ answering question and/or 

participating in the classroom discussions. The 

point is that all specialized courses are taught in 

English. Thus, students need to be able to read, 

write, speak and listen to English  effectively and 

being ineffective in one skill can lead to overall 

academic failure. 

     Experiencing life away from home and family, 

establishing new relationships with peer groups      

inside and outside college, and changes in lifestyle 

due to increased freedom are among the challenges 

students who have to leave their family and 

hometown and move to Salalah to continue their 

study are facing. The consequences of these    

changes are not always promising. Missing family 

and     feeling nostalgia, initiating toxic friendships,           

misusing the freedom and wasting time are among 

the consequences of living away from family.  

      For some of the students, college is not really 

important. They may have heard/ known about the 

necessity of higher education but they do not really 

understand the value of education and its role in 

making their future. Having a look at the way     

students spend their time reveals that a small      

portion of their daily time is allotted to study and 

doing homework. Although they know that hard 

working and being studious is necessary for       

success in college, the priority for them is fun and 

spending time with friends.   

      Cheating on an exam or copying assignments as 

a form of academic dishonesty has become        
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      Furthermore, the poor financial condition of 

the family because of the parental death or     

divorce can distract a  student from academics 

because survival becomes a more immediate and 

pressing priority. 

 

Teacher-Related Factors 

     Professional qualifications are important in   

education. Having a qualified teacher is an         

essential ingredient for students’ success. The 

role a teacher plays in student’s performance is         

undeniable. There is a fact that when things go 

wrong in the area of academics, teachers are       

always blamed. In other words, in most cases 

teachers are responsible for students’ low     

achievements.  

      To a large extent, students blame teachers for 

their low performance because of the method/s 

teachers use in teaching and presenting the     

subject. According to Omani students, some 

teachers do not explain the lesson clearly, they 

do not help   students when they need, do not 

give homework to practice the lessons and do 

not emphasize on the important points. In        

addition, some teachers have a classroom      

management  problem which may lead to        

extreme authoritarianism or vice versa             

uncontrollable classroom    atmosphere which in 

turn hinder fruitful class  discussions and         

collaborative learning.  

     As a teacher who has been teaching at SCT for 

the past five years and being confident that SCT 

teachers are   highly qualified and are   observed   

frequently by HOC, the author  rechecked the es-

says in which the teachers were blamed for the fail-

ure to find any  relationship between unhappy stu-

dents and their overall     performance in the exam. 

The results showed that in most cases it was weak 

students who blamed teachers for being disqualified 

and            incompetent. 

 

Other Factors 

    Given the fact that a friend can affect our life in 

one way or another, making friends with bad people 

and their influence on SCT students’ poor             

performance has the highest percentage among the 

other factors. Among the negative effects of a toxic 

friendship are: exhibiting a negative attitude toward 

college and education, disrespecting teachers,    

smoking and dismissing lessons. 

     Despite the fact that SCT is a public college       

under MOM supervision and students do not have 

to pay any tuition, financial problems are among the 

issues  discussed by the students in their essays. 

The impact of low income on the welfare of a fami-

ly may directly/indirectly lead to low performance 

when a family is unable to provide a peaceful          

atmosphere for their  children and facilities like car. 

     The negative association between smoking and      

academic achievement has been studied by different   

institutions. The results of a survey by National 

Youth Risk Behavior in 2009 show that students 

with higher grades are less likely to engage in   

smoking than their classmates with lower grades, 

and students who do not engage in smoking receive 

higher grades than their classmates who smoke. 

Smoking is a big problem among male students at 

SCT.  It is a typical behaviour of SCT male  stu-

dents to leave class for smoking.  

              Continued on next page 
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Concluding Remarks 

     Education is a significant facet of human            

development. Psychologically poor academic           

performance not only leads to a learner’s low    

self-esteem, but also causes stress for the parents. 

     In Oman, due to an insufficient effort to pass      

elementary and high school, students are not                

prepared for the academic demands of the college. 

During primary and high school, students often 

spend a  minimum time for studying. New college 

students often come into class expecting that            

college courses will function the way their HS 

courses did.  But as soon as they enroll for         

college, they find out that they have to study hard. 

Thus, they need to change their study habits to 

pass the courses successfully. In  addition,         

improving passing standards in a way that only 

qualified  students can pass exams would be of 

great help. In this way, students have to put forth 

more effort because the expectations have been  

increased.  

      Absenteeism, lateness and irregular college  

attendance are certain factors that are believed to 

be responsible for general poor academic                

performances. As a consequence, students are           

unable to catch up with what was taught in class 

and are always behind. Thus, the strict rules for           

frequent absences should be followed without any 

exceptional case and flexibility. 

     In addition, Omani students need to be                 

encouraged to use English as they converse with 

their classmates in and out of the classroom. The 

more they use English in their daily                              

communications, the broader their range of                  

vocabulary will be. It helps them to understand       

non-Omani teachers and the textbooks.  

     The findings of the current study contributes to 

the process of making some conclusions. Among 

them are: 1) students need to understand the   subject 

matter they are taught, 2) tasks needs to be            

localized culturally, 3) students need to be present in 

class regularly, 4) college rules and regulations 

should be strict and 5) the competitive environment 

could be conducive and stimulating for surface  

learners to motivate them to reflect on their learning 

and spend more time for learning. Bearing in mind 

that there is a positive relationship between doing 

homework and learning outcomes, teachers need to 

assign homework that is related to the learning     

objectives. Homework should be assigned regularly 

in reasonable amounts, well explained, collected, 

reviewed and provided with feedback for students. 

Moreover, parent-teacher meetings are needed to  

follow up students’ performance.  

      Last but not least, the "get a diploma" mission 

does not lead to academic excellence. An                       

internalized desire for learning is prerequisite if we 

wish learning to take place. Besides all these  factors, 

there are many other factors that influence academic 

performance of students on various    levels. Being a 

student, achieving success can become an impossible 

task if s/he gets caught up by these factors and make 

no efforts to overcome them. 
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     In the early 1970s, when the    

Sultan Qaboos, His Majesty, 

who advanced to lead the Sul-

tanate of Oman, came into his 

office, one of the obligations 

that the Sultan felt towards his 

nation was concerning the field 

of education. Specifically, there 

were only a very few schools at 

that time, and it was deemed as 

a very urgent matter that the 

entire nation of Oman, both by  

geographic location, and        

involving all sections of Omani 

society, be included in the      

ultimate  development of an 

Omani public education system.  

Every Omani individual should 

be guaranteed to receive an 

equal opportunity to participate, 

and have basic access to, all 

existing stages of education, 

whether it be from the  primary  

level of education to the        

secondary level of education, 

with aspirations in the future to 

create a post-secondary and   

tertiary  educational stage.     

According to the minister of 

education, Madiha Al-Shaibani, 

Her Highness, there were only 

three basic schools that existed 

in the entire nation of Oman 

during that time, for boys only. 

She continued to say that, as far 

as most educational experts 

O   m   a   n   i  

 

A  Metamorphosis 

would adjudge, the fledgling 

nation of Oman was   starting 

off from a “clean slate” when 

considering the basic provisions 

of education.  As       mentioned 

earlier, it was strongly  believed 

that one of the key  priorities in 

the provision of  education was 

to increase the awareness of it 

importance amongst the citizens 

of Oman.  As  awareness     

usually leads to commitment, it 

soon became evident that a 

great deal of educational        

infrastructure needed to be    

created due to  exponential    

increases in demand for access 

to such facilities. Once the     

appropriate level and capacity 

of  infrastructure had been     

established, it then  becomes 

necessary to offer opportunities 

for qualified personnel to step 

in to the many vocational and  

academic openings necessary to   

provide optimal instruction for 

all Omani citizens. At the same 

time, it was also found           

imperative to design and         

implement a suitable set of     

curricula for all the educational 

stages that cater to the needs of 

the learners and to achieve the 

broad outlines and expectations 

of the  policymakers.   One of 

the major concerns of the      

Sultan is to emphasize and         

promote the involvement and 

active  participation of females 

in the newly created system.  

Other concern include the        

necessity widening the scope of    

education to both the elementary 

and secondary levels. To quote, 

Within a period of 40 years, the  

situation [of Omani education] 

has been completely trans-

formed. In 2008, there were 

nearly 1,300 schools in the 

country, providing education 

from grades 1 to 12 for over 

600,000students, 48 percent of 

whom were female. There were 

over 43,000 teachers, of which 

89 percent were   Omani 

(Madiha Al-Shaibani, Her      

Highness, 2012). 

     What the available data     

appears to indicate is that Oman 

has undergone a metamorphic             

transformation from languishing 

as a small, undeveloped nation 

to providing a thriving            

innovative and unprecedented 

quality of education that cannot 

be found elsewhere, at least in 

some individual countries,  

within what is popularly known 

as the Gulf States.  Economic 

and social developments 

     By Dr. Rais Attamimi & Mr. Jon Chittick 
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throughout the entire Sultanate 

have characterized the preceding 

45 years. Unlike some of 

Oman’s geographical neighbors, 

the  prevailing ministries within 

the national government have 

done their utmost to promote 

and supply education towards 

the pursuit of not only future        

employment in the economic   

market of oil, but also to prepare 

the people of Oman for all of the 

challenges and opportunities that 

globalization can bring about for 

a better future and more concrete                

employment prospects for           

generations to come.  

       As with any major            

endeavor, the notion of         

globalization carries with it its 

own set of assets and  liabilities, 

to any and all nations around the 

globe. One of the  challenges             

encountered by the Omani      

government, as well as its        

extended educational system, is 

to recognize that, while great 

strides in the national education 

program have been achieved, 

there are now new trends and 

impetii towards the                    

implementation of Omanization 

in all government sectors.  More 

specifically, it is deemed to be 

essential for Omanis to “prosper” 

in the global  marketplace to     

initiate the capability for future 

graduates of higher institutions of 

learning to think analytically and 

critically (World Bank Report on 

Omani Education, 2012)  In line 

with this vision in mind, these 

future graduates will also be     

creative, adaptive, and            

competitive in real life.  From the 

existence of a knowledge-based 

world economy stems the need 

for not only Oman but all       

nations around the globe, to    

enhance and strengthen the 

quality of education, to        

complement the exponential 

strides accomplished in making 

the educational system more  

accessible. For the last five 

years, many initiatives to       

reform and revamp the           

educational framework are in 

the process of being carried out.  

 
Reference:  
http:/documents.worldbank.org/

curated/en/280091.468098656734/pdf  

 

     “One of the  challenges                  

encountered by the Omani               

government is to recognize that there 

are now new trends and impetii          

towards the implementation of     

Omanization.” 

   Photos from  www.sct.edu.om 
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Revisiting Dhofari Families  

     Families are the most important social            

relationship, or arrangement that we, as Dhofaris, 

have in our society.  Also, families are the people 

who care for about, the society they live in.  I 

would like to compare and contrast families      

living in Dhofar in past and present times. 

     First of all, the way of life that families in 

Dhofar have had were so difficult. For those               

people without food, they had to travel to far and      

distant places to get it.  Sometimes, it was           

necessary for people in those families to fast      

regularly, at least two or three days every week.  

Those who were lucky enough to own cows or 

camels were able to drink their milk, and eat their 

meat.  An even smaller number of those who were 

able to obtain an education could buy foods such 

as fruit, and eat luxurious foods such as fish. 

     Second, the life for families was difficult        

because there were so few hospitals, and it was so 

hard to transfer a family member from their home 

to the hospital, when someone became sick.     

Sometimes, even after someone got sick, it took 

effectively one month before they were able to 

make it to the hospital to get treatment.               

Furthermore, it was so hard to get medicine.        

Because of this, it was necessary for families to try 

to make home remedies, from trees or other plants 

that may have been growing in or near their living 

areas, which they thought might help them. 

     Third, arranging transportation to travel from 

place to place was very difficult.  It was not        

uncommon for people to walk three days to visit 

their families, or to find food,  and reflect on how 

difficult it was after they had returned to their 

homes.  In addition, the roads that did exist were 

not safe, did not have good lighting, and were also 

visited and used by various farm animals. 

     Looking now at the present time, there have 

been many changes that have occurred in our       

society which have made life in Dhofar much 

more convenient.  You can get food from                 

anywhere, and at any time.  Also, it is easy to go 

to the hospital and to transfer almost anyone or 

anything by cars, planes or ships.  All families          

living in Dhofar nowadays feel safe,  a basic sense 

of safety.  They have not forgotten the hard times 

they had in the past, but they feel better in this  

present time. 

      Finally, families take care of the society and its 

relationships.  We cannot grow, and remain a good 

society, without the institution of the family.  It 

shines the light on the pathway to the future.  I’m 

thankful to God, who is responsible for what good 

things have come in this present time. 

Male and Female Omanis  

 Photo by Alison Gardner, 

Travel with a Challenge Editor 
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   Life in Dhofar is different than other regions 

in many ways.  It is the nicest region of Oman.  

Dhofar has become more developed now, because of 

all changes from the past to the present.  There are 

three important points we may consider when we 

compare and contrast the similarities and differences 

between the past and the present for families            

in Dhofar:  education, health and lifestyle. 

First, the most important point to compare the 

present and past times in Dhofar is education.  As 

we know, in all cities around the world, education 

has become better and better than it was in the past 

because all schools, colleges, and learning methods 

have been improved.  In the case of Dhofar, in past 

times, it did not have any schools or colleges, or any       

educational activities within them.  But, when     

comparing Dhofar in its recent past to the Dhofar of    

today, it is possible for all Dhofar families to send 

their children to schools, so that they can study, and 

make a good life for themselves. Finally, by creating 

a love of education from children, Dhofar life will 

be better, and more good people will come from 

Dhofar, in the future. 

Secondly, another important point to                  

compare is health.  In the past, Dhofar had no       

hospitals or clinics.  So, people in the past  always 

became tired and sick because they had no medicine.   

In  the last few years, Dhofar has upgraded its       

infrastructure for human health.  Now, there are 

many government hospitals that have been built, 

which are free for Omanis, as well as many other 

clinics. So, Dhofar people have become healthier 

than before. 

Finally, when comparing the past and the         

present, a third difference is about lifestyles.  In the 

past, life in Dhofar was so simple and easy in many 

ways.  Thinking about transportation and housing, it 

has become easier to find houses or apartments in 

which we can live.  At the same time, life has also 

become nicer because people are able to express 

their opinions, as well as to keep open minds about 

several topics that are important to our society.  So, 

from what I have seen, there is a good number of 

Dhofari people who believe that life has become 

better for them than it was before. 

In conclusion, if we compare Dhofar from 

the present to the past, we will find many points 

of change.  To summarize,  I have seen that                  

people who live in Dhofar have developed a love 

for education.  Also, people are taking better care 

of their health than before, and on lifestyle       

issues, the development of infrastructure and liv-

ing spaces such as housing and streets have had a 

positive impact on the level of personal freedom 

and opportunity that Dhofar people can now    

enjoy.  In the future, all of us hope that many 

other things can be developed, so Dhofar can  

become the most beautiful region  in the Gulf! 

  Salalah International Airport 

Photo from www.airport-technology.com    
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Photo from www. Expedia.com   
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Have you visited Dhofar before?  Do you 

know where it is located?  What is life like here?  

You will find the answers to all these questions 

in the following paragraphs.  Now, I am going to 

write about the life of Dhofar before and now. 

People, who have lived and still live in 

Dhofar, are so lucky.  Dhofar has most of life’s 

requirements, such as good weather, both the sea 

and the mountains and deserts within less than a 

30-minute drive, and many kinds of animals that 

can be found on the land and in the sea.  All of 

these things were the same as they have been in 

the past. 

In earlier times, while families in Dhofar had 

relatively few difficulties in arranging for      

transportation, being able to use camels, donkeys 

and horses to get from one place to another, not 

everyone could own the land necessary to keep 

these animals, or could make enough money to 

buy or rent the use of them.  In contrast, families 

in Dhofar today generally have enough money to 

use cars, planes, and take advantage of           

transportation facilities offered by private       

companies, and subsidized by the government, 

such as taxis or baiza buses. 

Secondly, in the past, communication        

between families in Dhofar was not easy.         

Although it was difficult for them, they could 

communicate with each other by sending        

messages by birds, riding their animals to deliver 

messages in person, or by walking on foot.     

Nowadays, it is much easier for families to     

communicate.  We can use the regular phone, the 

Internet, or cellular phones.  We can also see 

each other and talk together using computer     

services such as G-chat or Skype. 

Thirdly, in the past, Dhofar families who 

lived near the sea could get their food from it, 

while families who lived between the mountains 

or in the desert got their food from farming, or by 

hunting and killing wild or domesticated animals, 

such as birds, rabbits, and goats.  In some cases, 

they ate camels and cows that they had raised.  

When comparing the past and present times, it is 

now possible for families to get their food from 

many sources, very easily.  It is now also possible 

for families to select not to eat all types of food that 

are offered, or is available. 

Finally, in the past, families in Dhofar lived in 

small and simple houses.  They were made from 

stones and clay.  In these days, families can now 

choose to live in bigger houses.  These houses are 

typically made of  cement blocks with steel          

reinforcing, and they have    become widely used, 

especially in populated areas such as the city of 

Salalah. 

Overall, due to the good weather and the 

Khareef season, families have become more              

comfortable, which has had a positive effect on the 

economy of the Dhofar region.  Over the last 15-20 

years, tourists have come to visit Dhofar, and the 

city of Salalah in particular, during the Khareef  

season and the associated festival.  All of these           

developments have proven useful to the families 

who live in the Dhofar region. 

All in all, families who live in Dhofar have 

been positively influenced by several developments 

and improvements to their region over the last 30 

years.  Also, the people of Dhofar are very kind.  In 

conclusion, I strongly recommend that everyone 

should visit Dhofar and visit some of the families 

who live there. 

By Ibrahim Salah Salim Al Mahri 
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How has   D h o f a r  
TRANSFORMED?  

 

 

At present, there are many colleges, hospitals and 

services in Dhofar, but in the past, it was very difficult 

to live.  Oman is one of the most beautiful countries of 

the world, and Dhofar is one of Oman’s most beautiful   

provinces, so a lot of tourists from around the world 

come here.  The purpose of this essay is to compare the 

present and past times in Dhofar, on the individual 

points of colleges and education, lifestyle, and food-

gathering. 

First of all, I will compare colleges and education.  

Education in general plays a very important part in  

Omani culture and life.  And, students have realized the 

importance of education as well.  In the past, there were 

only a few schools, and there weren’t any colleges at 

all, but now there seem to be millions of schools and 

many colleges that students in Dhofar can choose from. 

Secondly, I will compare lifestyle.  In the past, it 

was possible to lead a simple life.  The good part about 

that was that it wasn’t necessary to make money, but 

the people didn’t know about all of the ways that they 

could have a good life, and they didn’t know how im-

portant it was to earn and save money for their futures.  

Now, people in Dhofar have learned that they need to 

make more money to have a good life, as well as to be 

able to find good jobs that will pay a good salary. 

In conclusion, if you can study hard at school, it is 

possible for you, as a student, to make more money, 

and to have a good life.  You should study hard.  At the     

present time, people in Dhofar are realizing the          

importance of education, as well as how to get a better 

and more beautiful life. 

Omani  
Culture & Etiquette 

 

 

 

The Omanis are generally very friendly and 

down-to-earth people. The usual rules of respect 

when traveling in a Muslim country should be  

followed in Oman, even when locals appear to 

be a little less uptight than their neighbors. 

Stay quiet about the Sultan, who has done 

more to develop the nation in recent history. He 

is expected to be held in extreme respect. 

It is very impolite for foreigners to dress in 

tight or revealing clothing even if the locals  

rarely say anything. 

Staring is quite common in Oman; children, 

men and women are likely to stare at you simply 

for being a foreigner, especially if you travel off-

season and in out-of-the-way places. This is not 

meant as an insult but shows an interest, and a 

friendly smile will leave the kids laughing and 

showing off and the adults happily trying out 

their few English phrases. 

It must be understood that under Omani 

law, an Omani can take or be taken to court for         

insulting another person, like calling them an    

insulting name “donkey,” “dog,” “pig,” “sheep,” 

etc. Omanis, though are extremely sensitive to 

anything they perceive as criticism whether       

personal, national, or anything they perceive as 

being directed at the Gulf. Though Saudi Arabia 

is usually a fair target for jokes in the Arab 

world (especially in the Levant), Omanis don’t 

take well to it. What Westerners would usually 

consider “ridiculous” levels of sensitivity, are 

fairly normal in Oman and are due largely to the 

fact that  Omanis have grown up in an            

environment in which criticism and name calling 

is more or less outlawed. This is especially     

important to know for those who come here to 

teach Omanis. It might be said that teasing in 

general here whether about accents, dress, food, 

etc. is just a bad idea. 

    By Mohammed Musallum Said Hubais 
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  in Language Learning 

As you know, Eng- lish is considered the  

most common and important language around the 

globe.  This topic interests me greatly, so I have taken 

the   liberty of interviewing some of the students here 

at Salalah College of Technology, as well as some of 

my childhood friends from my primary and secondary 

schools, to get their feedback on this educational and 

vocational reality. Some of the students I interviewed 

say that learning English is very important to them   

because it gives them more and better opportunities to 

getting a good job.  It was generally agreed that the 

greater the investment of time that students make in 

studying English, the greater their knowledge of the 

English language can become. If you ask any student 

or otherwise educated people for the reasons why 

there are difficulties in learning languages, I am sure 

they will give a big list, for example, not only the usu-

al  answers such as grammar speaking and writing but 

also from asking a lot of people and most of those 

asked being current students of English, I discovered 

three mean points that all of them have in common. 

 

Learning English 
     My question was “ What is the hardest thing about 

learning English?” and most of the answers were:    

vocabulary, pronunciation, and listening.  These were 

the primary issues that the people I interviewed were 

focusing on, at the time I was writing this article.   

     For the Vocabulary,  one of the students who I    

interviewed. Mamdouh, said “ I started to learn       

English when I was in grade five and then English was 

an important subject in school. I had learned a lot of 

new words at school,  but now I have forgotten  most 

of what I have learned,  which has made it difficult for 

me going through life.” Vocabulary is a subject that is 

of a top priority  to learn because it's the key to       

communicating with other people by having a good 

amount of vocabulary that you can use in your life . 

       The second issue that student and thought have is 

pronunciation, Ahmed said “ I know that pronuncia-

tion is an important thing if I want to be good in      

English, Previously, when I was in high school. my 

teacher was always saying to me that I  must know 

how to pronounce the words in their correct form,  but 

unfortunately until today I have been mispronouncing 

some of the words, for example, I didn’t know the     

difference between big and pig until last month." And 

by that we know how difficult it is for some people, 

but the only method to be good in pronunciation is 

by practicing by watching the television, like the 

news or   movies or even listening to the radio. By 

doing that, you are not only getting a strong          

vocabulary, but you are also hearing how words are 

spoken and helping your pronunciation by imitating 

the sounds that you hear . 

        The last point is listening. I have discovered       

listening and understanding what people say is the 

learn, the most frustrating and a terrifying part of 

English to a lot of people because if you don't un-

derstand what you listing u will lose the key to 

communicate or accomplish anything. for example, 

Abeer said, “ when I Listen to the radio or watching 

television I often complain that they speak too fast 

and can not understand them.” but the only thing to 

help with listening is to practise at an easier level of 

English and gradually expose yourself, adapt and 

adjust to  faster rates of speaking and more difficult 

levels of English. In doing these things,  it has 

helped me understand what has been said, and has      

improved and enhanced my overall  listening             

capabilities.  

 

Teachers and English 
       One of the other questions I posed  was “What 

do you think about English classes?” Most of the 

students felt that their teachers are nice people and 

on the other side, most of the teachers want to help 

the students. Unfortunately, all of the students 

agreed that English classes are boring. Khalid, one 

of the students I spoke with, has studied English, 

and has become a father at seventeen years old.  

Students such has Khalid   commented that “…most 

of the teacher’s activities in English classes are not 

(constructed) for the benefit of making the student 

difficult (learn or think critically) but It is just for 

the teacher himself. Not because they hate our kids 

but for trying to make their job a lot  easier…   Yas-

ser is an English teacher in a government school. 

He told me that “…most teachers are under    pres-

sure because we have to follow waste textbook and  

       By Majid Tabook 
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     Writing is a process that involves a series of 

steps, from simple to more complex.  One must first 

select a topic, as a teacher, that he/she wishes for 

their class to write about.  Most possible topics 

should be student-centered and   relevant to the 

learning needs and objectives of the learning        

community being taught.  On the side of motivation, 

an effort should be made to make the classroom     

environment as enjoyable, yet predictable, as         

possible.  To that end, there should be a good deal of 

modeling, explanation, and   collaborative effort 

made at the outset of any given activity, whereas     

towards the end, students will  ideally have been    

given enough collective input to initiate or produce 

as individual and comprehensive amount of output 

as can be feasible. 

      Authenticity is another guiding principle in this 

process. Authenticity is used here to add more       

emphasis on topics derived from the settings of the 

individual learners.  Selecting, or allowing students 

to select together, writing topics which they feel to 

be important is a good first step on the road to being     

authentic.  Another key element at this juncture is to 

constantly be asking for alternative words or ideas 

which could potentially improve future editions of 

any piece of writing, as this models the process that 

most professional writers follow in real life.  Writing 

or making a first draft, going through the draft and 

revising a second time, a third time or multiple 

times, each time going through and looking for po-

tential mistakes, can never be done enough. 

     Practically speaking, the teaching of this skill      

follows a set of procedures that should be                

implemented in the class and strictly adhered to.     

According to the following steps, English language 

teachers of writing would be able to achieve most 

learning outcomes by following the offered steps    

below: 

      1.  Select a topic to write about.  Write about a 

subject that you know very well.  This process could 

be done at or on an individual level, or it could be at 

the level of the entire class.  The teacher can specify 

the genre, or the direction that the    writing should 

take, but the topics themselves should be chosen by 

the students, collectively or individually, based upon 

their individual or collective motivation about     

communicating on that topic.  I believe that giving a 

single topic to an  entire class is pedagogically      

inappropriate and  unacceptable.  Rather, giving  

every individual learner a topic based on his or her 

personal  backgrounds or interests satisfies the      

dimension of student-centered, as well as authentic.  

Put in terms of the cognitive stages named in 

Bloom’s Taxonomy of learning, we wish for the    

students to be able to apply on paper what it is that 

they have  remembered and understood about any 

given topic. 

     2.  Write down as many words as you can about 

your selected topic that you know.  If possible, try 

to think of adjectives and adverbs which will  de-

scribe this topic in as much detail as possible.  This 

is what is known as the brainstorming stage.  In ad-

dition to actually writing the words, it will be  advis-

able for the students to make a visual map which 

shows     connections between the words they have 

been able to recall and put on paper. To rephrase, 

students should have a schema, or  schematic plan, 

to connect or put the related terms or ideas within 

one        framework, which is the writing or form of 

writing in total.  Such conceptual mapping entails 

the logical and real life examples that can be written 

or used in formal pieces of writing that students can 

submit, such as essays, or journals, or compositions 

(as they can be known in the context of primary or             

preparatory schools) 

     3.  After you have been able to come up with a 

total of ten possible words or more on a given      

topic, try to form complete sentences with subjects, 

verbs and objects about each of the given words.  

 Reflections on the Writing Process 
                  By  Dr. Rais Attamimi & Mr. Jon Chittick 
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At this point, for any longer composition, the      

student should consider a suitable thesis statement 

for their first paragraph.  A thesis statement, in  

simple terms, is a short sentence written towards 

the beginning of any formal composition,  that    

details what the rest of the writing is going to be 

about.  The thesis also    indicates how well the 

student understands the topic that he/she is      

writing about.  Put simply, the more detailed and 

informational the offered thesis statement is, the 

more comprehensive and informative the writing 

of the student in question will likely be.  

     4.  A paragraph is a group of sentences which 

is about a single topic.  A good paragraph, of     

medium length, should be between 5-7 sentences 

long.  So, try to make a paragraph on your selected 

topic of this length.  More importantly, the entire 

piece of writing should begin with a topic          

sentence, as well as each or every additional,      

individual paragraph that is written.  The topic 

sentence denotes a connection with the              

previously written thesis statement.  It informs the 

reader that the student knows very well about the    

topic at hand, and also that he/she can effectively 

connect this body of knowledge with other related 

bodies of knowledge which can be thought of     

under the general umbrella of the thesis statement.  

     It can be concluded that the process of writing 

is not an easy one, as it involves cognitive and           

meta-cognitive processes, as well as the physical     

aspect of putting words to paper with penmanship 

that is acceptable to all participants in the writing     

process.  Writing is not something that can be 

done at the drop of a hat.  The potential writer 

should plan to spend a minimum of 30 to 45 

minutes thinking about potential topics he/she 

would like to write about, and how broadly or    

narrowly they wish to focus on the general 

topic they have decided on, or even if they wish to 

go through a list of several possible topics to write 

about, and eliminate those which seem to have less 

potential in meeting the needs and objectives, set 

by the educational institution or policy makers in 

general the student has at the given point of time 

that he/she is writing. 

 

Reflections...from page 25 

materials, no matter if the student or the teachers are 

different. Most of the principals of the schools want 

all the classes to be using the same textbook without 

mentioning the grading and time of English. That’s 

why, as a teacher being underpressure to give  good 

knowledge to my students is a challenge.”  Teachers 

can help the students to face the difficulties they      

encounter in English if they have the right materials 

and motives. 

 

English and Society 

     We live in an Arabic society which is a  non-native 

English speaking society and it is hard for  students or 

anyone to learn English. Most of the  people in my 

society think English is an internal language which 

may affect the culture, but they cannot judge if it is 

good or bad, and so are still afraid to learn English. 

Mahmood said, “I work at a company in the desert, 

and when I came back to Salalah, I have a lot of time 

to myself. I wanted to continue to learn English, even 

after my   secondary school, but a lot of people (at that 

time) thought of it as a waste of time." 

      In the end, we can have a deeper, more               

comprehensive understanding about why learning a 

new language, and specifically learning English, is    

difficult for students as well as a whole lot of other 

people, and  showing possible ideas on how to help 

fix this issue . 
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Problems Faced by SCT Students                                  
students who may wish to challenge an individual 

teacher’s marking or teaching style.  Because of 

the language barriers that have been previously 

explained as  existing, there is a very strong        

possibility that a student who, to take one                    

example, may be an excellent      engineer, may 

nonetheless be horrible in English (because he/she 

has spent all their time studying to be an excellent 

engineer!)  Because of social conventions, even 

though that student may have a legitimate case, or 

cause of grievance, against the teacher, they may 

not feel confident about pursuing that channel to its 

fullest extent because they cannot communicate in 

the targeted language the reason for their         

grievance. 

     Second, the inconvenient lecture schedules and 

timing that are offered on this campus. Sometimes 

there are conflicts between different courses which 

have the same lecture timing. and this leads the        

student to delay enrolling in some of the  subjects     

until the following  term,  thereby unnecessarily     

postponing his/her graduation.  In some ways, this 

point cannot be stressed enough.  The institution of 

higher learning, and going to school has, as its         

primary mission, to provide an opportunity for      

students to learn, and to prepare themselves for as 

many facets of the outside world as possible.  It 

was never intended as a shelter to protect people 

from having to be responsible for themselves, and 

to linger under, watching while other people gradu-

ate ahead of them, and bask in the success that they 

should have had.     Accordingly,     the   date of  a           

     There are some SCT students who face various 

problems during their academic study which      

subsequently affect their grades and reflect their 

poor academic standards. In this presentation I 

will outline three of what I feel are the most       

significant reasons that cause these problems. 

There are three causes that I will go over are the 

language barriers, the inconvenient lecture      

schedules and timing and the teachers who cannot 

deliver information to the students.  

     First is the language barriers. A lot of students 

have poor English language skills in speaking, 

writing, reading and listening, and this definitely 

will have a great impact in their study; because 

most courses are in English.  Above and beyond 

that, however, there are specific skills and         

concepts that are being offered that appear to be 

over the  collective heads of many of the English 

students we have at college.  There has been a 

concerted focus on the part of various  ministries 

in Muscat to emphasize the teaching of              

vocabulary, and jargon, for the various specific 

purposes that English has to offer to us, as  stu-

dents of   technical subjects, who must not only 

learn about many difficult concepts in their own 

right, but must also learn how to  express these 

concepts in English.  Yet, it is still possible to see 

and hear how much difficulty students face in 

comprehending or applying basic grammar and 

syntax rules, or rudimentary spelling conventions.  

In some of the English classes we have taken, we 

find it   necessary to take the classes again and 

again, simply because we have not been able to 

pick up enough vocabulary, and/or enough         

targeted vocabulary, to fully express ourselves 

whenever we may be asked to contribute in  

meaningful ways to the organizations or          

companies we apply to after we graduate.  The 

vocabulary we learn does not change from         

semester to semester, but the spelling and usage   

conventions remain as  difficult for some of us to 

comprehend as they  ever were. 

     A secondary effect that our language barrier 

has is a somewhat unnatural process of filtering of 
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student’s graduation  should never have to be      

postponed simply because the college they are         

attending cannot coordinate or work together to     

accelerate, and expedite, the learning time and      

process of the individual courses that they offer.  If 

the college needs to build more physical plant to 

achieve this    outcome, they should do that.  If the  

college needs to stay open for longer periods of time 

during the day, they should do that as well.  If an   

investment in      appropriate smart technology might 

facilitate the   processing and advancement of students 

to achieve their higher diploma or other learning   

outcome, that should also be done.  

On another subtopic, some lecture timings make 

it very difficult for the student to maintain attendance. 

For example, a student may have a lecture in the     

morning and the other one in the evening,  and the 

time between these two lectures is so long that it may 

force him/her to skip one of them due to the           

availability of personal transportation.  Here again, 

the college timetable committees and planning       

committees should be flexible enough to adapt to any 

potential learning scenario or set of circumstances that 

any student, many of whom must commute from 

their homes in the distant mountains and deserts for 

as many as five hours round trip, may encounter. 

Third, some teachers cannot deliver the scientific 

information to the students in an easy way which    

causes a lack of understanding, and therefore poor 

grades.  Cycling back to the first topic under consider-

ation, some of the instructors we have are adequately 

trained in the fields of specialty that they lecture on, 

but their oral presentation in English is not readily 

understandable to our untrained ears.  So, a greater 

emphasis needs to be made on the hiring and         

retention of    teachers who speak English that is    

possible for those who speak and listen to Arabic and 

Jabali alike, just to name two possible language, to           

comprehend. 

     In conclusion, it is important to analyze these    

problems by SCT administration along with students 

and try to tackle these problems and find suitable     

solutions for them. 
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 Being a Dhofari Student 

By Aya Al Amri 
 

     Being a student in university life teaches us how to    

develop our capacity for educational learning. We may 

face certain obstacles in our leaning due to the various 

changes in our received teaching methods, ideas and    

concepts. 

      As a student in the Dhofar region, I would like to      

include my personal experiences who may face some   

difficulties in learning, in the same manner as other 

Dhofari students who have also faced the similar  issues. 

As Nelson Mandela said, “Education is the most powerful 

weapon which you can use to change the world”. It’s true 

that whatever challenge we face, we can overcome it with  

education. 

     To look at the first example, in Dhofar, we can all see 

that many students face weakness in understanding the   

content of what we learn here at Salalah  College of   

Technology. This is especially true because of the change 

we must all make from school life to college life, This     

circumstance has led us to work twice as hard as we have 

had to work before, to stay more focused on our studies.  

As a result of this, we can make out some extra time,     

perhaps a minimum of an hour a day to review what we 

have studied during our lectures. This has created a         

potential deficit in the amount and depth of understanding 

we can achieve in every course. 

     Another example is balancing study time with family 

responsibilities. I think that most students here will agree 

with my idea that we all find difficulties in balancing our 

student time and our everyday tasks, Because we take as 

many as 5 separate classes in each semester,  this creates a 

sort of challenge to take a break between each course. In 

addition, students can create their own time tables to find a 

balance between studying for each course and making 

enough time to focus on them. Also, they can give top    

priority to their most difficult courses, first moving from 

the easiest, then to the most difficult,  to balance their 

study rather than wasting time on easy courses. 

     Another important example is that we lack basic skills 

requirements, Because of the weakness in our education 

since our first grade in school, we haven’t reviewed the 

best way of teaching, or perhaps the English language at a 

general level.  This may be the reason why we face diffi-

culties in basic skills requirements. However, we find  that 

students can try their best to face these weaknesses by  

taking intensive courses in the English language at any    

center, begin communicating in English with our friends in 

many ways , reading books in English or short stories and 

listening to English music,  news and  T.V shows. This 

will help us to overcome the lack of basic requirements we 

face in learning. 

     To sum up, I hope that all  students in the Dhofar region 

would agree with me that whatever challenges we face, our 

dreams, hopes and faith will be the weapon we may use to 

succeed at all of them. 
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meaningful way in our later lives. 

      Second, if we, as students, study all 

of five subjects, we will have no free 

time.  The more classes we choose to 

study, the longer amount of time in total 

that we will need to dedicate to studying.  

In the case of many of the students who 

study here at the Salalah College of 

Technology, we start out at a deficit   

because many of us will commute for 

long periods of time     simply to arrive 

to and return back from school, every 

day.  All of this time is time that could, 

and in some cases, must be spent in 

physical classes.  However, any student 

who has studied any subject in depth 

could also tell you that one of the most 

important things to be able to do, when 

you are studying any subject intensively, 

is to reflect, and separate out, in your 

own mind, what pieces of information 

from class are essential, what other   

pieces may be secondary, and still other 

pieces that, for the      purposes of the 

assessments you will be taking, are   

practically irrelevant.  Of course, even 

when we work, and    intensively study, 

it is of critical     importance that we can 

play, and spend quality time with our 

families and friends.  Many of the      

students who come to Salalah College of 

Technology are the heads of their house-

holds.  There are female co-ed students 

who are expecting mothers, or who have 

small children, in their homes.  Our real 

lives will not automatically disappear 

simply because we have chosen to go to 

school, and overextend the schedules we       

already have.  Finally, even if we are 

single, and without a family to take care 

of, we need free time to spend doing 

things we enjoy, such as hobbies.  So, 

for all of these above given reasons,  free 

time is very important for each   person.   

     Finally, getting low marks in all five 

subjects that we, as students may choose 

to study, means more pressure.  In some 

ways, this is simply a cost of success in 

the impact that education can make on 

our lives, and the potential it can offer to 

students.  College was something that 

was not available to many Omanis, even 

Should  SCT students  take five subjects in any given semesters?  
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     Should  SCT students  take five 

subjects in any given semester?  

What are the reasons why        over-

extending ourselves in this way is a 

bad idea?  

     First, it becomes all but          

inevitable that, when students select 

to study so many difficult, complex 

classes within a time frame of 

twelve weeks, it will be all but    

inevitable that students will        

misunderstand the subjects they 

have chosen to study.  One of the 

English teachers I studied with 

shared with me that, at his college, 

when he signed up to take a college 

class, the assumption on the part of 

his college was that he would study 

for as many hours outside the class 

as he would inside the class.  So, if 

he studied a class for three hours in 

one college week (1 hour of class 

studied equaled one credit hour), it 

was expected that he would study 

for or about that same class for a 

minimum of three hours in any   

given week.  And, for that reason, 

this same teacher shared with me 

that most college     students at his 

college were, by   convention, only 

allowed to study up to 12 credit 

hours (or about 3 classes) every 

term, as the total expected         

number of hours studied outside the 

college campus would rise to 24 

hours a week, added together to the           

expectation that college students in 

this teacher’s college were          

expected to work part-time jobs in 

addition to     going to school.  What 

I took away from this teacher’s  

experience was that     anyone who 

attempts to study  5     subjects with-

in one college   semester  will lose a 

lot of  information because not only  

he/she cannot focus on the class, 

and they cannot effectively    absorb 

all of the different bodies of         

information,   vocabulary, and       

jargon that go into the knowledge,  

memorization, and retention of these 

subjects to be used in any          

ten or fifteen years ago.  But, thanks 

to several thoughtful people            

expanding the number of  colleges and 

universities, it is now   possible for 

more and more students from the 

countryside to   extend our education 

beyond the  secondary level, and to 

study in a specialty that will   allow us 

to   compete, and succeed, in the larg-

er world outside of the Sultanate of 

Oman.  Accordingly, where once it 

may have been considered a distinct 

privilege to study at a vocational 

school, for an additional two years, it 

is now becoming more important to 

get a degree, or a diploma, and to 

study for no less than four years after 

high school.  The positions for such 

courses of study, as one might       

imagine, feature increased            

competition and improvement in the 

class records or transcripts of         

students who have studied at colleges 

such as SCT, at the tertiary level.  So, 

grade point averages, or GPAs, have 

become increasingly important, and 

more and more students, as well as 

their advisors, have openly demanded 

that certain teachers in certain      

courses give them a grade that will 

alternatively (a. keep them on the 

track of a minimum GPA, to satisfy 

the requirements of a certain diploma 

program, or (b. allow them to        

continue studying at all, and stay in 

school, rather than having to face the 

uncertain prospects of the job market. 

Of course, the understandable       

pressure for students who wish to      

continue studying multiple classes    

within compressed time frames will 

negatively affect the student and his/

her outcomes and he/she will get low 

marks, thus necessitating further 

study.  

     In conclusion, everyone has to 

study very hard to graduate and get a 

good job in the future. However, we 

can graduate with very high marks if 

we limit our intake of classes to 

choose three or four subjects for each 

semester. 
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     Salalah College of Technology, in 

my opinion, provides the best        

opportunity to study at a tertiary level 

for the   student if they want to study 

in the Dhofar region, in the city of 

Salalah. In addition , I want to say 

that there are  many good things 

about the college but,  there are also 

many points that  the college must 

fix, or develop to a much    greater 

extent. There are many things that 

need to be  addressed and I will    

describe about  three problems in the  

college, which  are: the parking , the 

science laboratories, and the Internet      

access. 

     First, the parking at the college is 

the most important source of stress 

for students, who feel disturbed by 

this    circumstance. This problem, in 

a way, can be linked to the college, 

and education, being too successful. 

In these days the college will accept 

more students than before 10 years 

ago . At that time, the total amount of 

students studying at SCT was not 

nearly as large as it is now.  Now, the 

number of student  have increased 

exponentially, and every person    

potentially comes in one dedicated 

car to park in the parking lot, which 

causes traffic congestion, and makes 

it necessary to find a solution from 

the administration of the college.  It 

should be noted here that this situa-

tion has been recognized by the     

college, and that they have attended 

to at least part of the problem by    

expanding the available area for    

students to park, as well as more 

clearly designating where students 

are able to drive and park their cars, 

as well as where they are not.  The 

primary road and arterial that        

provides not only access to Salalah 

College of Technology, but also to 

the College of Applied Sciences next 

door, and the military base further 

down the road, has not been similarly 

updated to expand the capacity for 

the increased traffic and enrollment at 

both of these institutions of learning 

for the last ten years or so.  This 

should be the next priority of the   
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local   government.  On a side note,   

regular and more strict  enforcement of 

driving, traffic laws, and traffic          

etiquette, as well as the installation of 

traffic lights, and addition of  pedestrian 

venues such as sidewalks along the    

primary access road in question, might 

make current drivers more cognizant of 

their own driving behaviors, as well as 

the presence of enough other people to 

slow down and drive more carefully and 

considerately. 

     Second , one of the most important 

problems in the  college  is the           

laboratory or classrooms.  SCT is, first 

of all, a college, and it is, next most   

important of all, a college of             

technology.  Given these two very     

important realities, and implied          

missions, it follows that the people who 

manage the college should provide    

first-rate scientific and laboratory       

facilities for students who wish to study 

chemistry, mechanical engineering, 

chemical engineering, and civil              

engineering.  The bridges, dams,        

machines, devices and chemical        

products built and conceptualized       

tomorrow may very well come from the 

dedicated students who study     these 

disciplines and prepare themselves to 

make Oman’s future brighter today.  In 

my opinion, moreover, it is very         

important to get a solution for these 

problems because there are not enough 

laboratories in college and there are still 

many pieces of empty land within the 

college campus that could be used to 

build new classrooms and laboratory      

facilities.  I have also noticed that, in  

some classrooms, the computers will not 

work but I do want to take this           

opportunity to thank the management 

for the purchase of some new related 

computer hardware, for this purpose. 

     Third , as a higher college of         

technology, it is imperative that Salalah 

College of Technology have a very 

large   network of functioning,  state-of-

the-art, computers and   related facilities 

that will allow students who need to    

produce reports, presentations, access 

the Internet for their research, whenever 

they may need it, as many times as they 

    By Abdullah Ahmed Al-Ojili 
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may care to use it, accessible for as 

long as is humanly possible to keep 

open.  There are many classrooms on 

this campus that have faulty         

computers, no smartboards, no     

overhead projectors or screens, and 

what facilities do    exist appear to be 

decentralized, only working on     

occasion, and if any  issues do come 

up, it becomes difficult, or in some 

cases impossible, to summon the   

appropriate personnel to fix, on the 

spot, a problem that could, in theory, 

delay or annul the graduation of a 

student on probation.  There simply 

needs to be a concerted effort made, 

on the part of all college departments, 

across the entire college campus, to 

work together to make SCT a more 

integrated part of the future that all 

students must face, where they give 

PowerPoint presentations, do Internet 

research, and communicate face-to-

face with professionals from all     

corners of the globe.  

     To conclude, there are a lot of  

things  the college has done at the         

moment such as building a new    

student lounge, as well as a  new  

restaurant or coffee shop.  I, in no 

way, mean to  denigrate the progress 

that has already been made.  Our 

government,  as well as our local  

officials, have worked very hard to 

improve the infrastructure of the  

region, as well as the educational 

conditions and  amenities for        

secondary    education.  Yet, as much 

has truly been done, so too is there 

much more to  accomplish.  The   

development and maintenance of 

high educational standards is      

something that is  ongoing, and may 

never be enough, or adequate, at any 

one time. 

     In my opinion, I have written 

about the three main reasons of the 

problems currently being experienced 

by the students in college. In the end, 

I like my college and I hope to      

graduate with high qualifications. 
References: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia  
www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/index.../ 

whatis.techtarget.com 

http://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/index.../
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 Take  a 30-minute walk every day and smile while you 

walk. 

 

     Sit in silence for at least 10 minutes a day. 

     Sleep for 7 hours. 

     Live with the 3 E’s: Energy, Enthusiasm, and Empathy. 

     Play more games. 

     Read books. 

     Drink plenty of water. 

 Make time to practice meditation and prayer. They provide us with daily  fuel  for busy lives. 

 

     Dream more while you are awake. 

     Smile and laugh more. 

     Try to make at least 3 people smile each day. 

     Don’t waste your precious energy on gossip. 

     Don’t have negative thoughts about things you cannot control. 

     Invest your energy in the present positive moment. 

     Life is too short to waste time hating anyone. 

 Realize that life is a school and you are here to learn. Problems are simply  part of the   curricu-

lum that appear and fade away like algebra class but the  lessons you learn will last a   lifetime. 

 

     You don’t have to win every argument.  Agree to disagree. 

 TIPS 
FOR A BETTER LIFE 
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I wish I were an eagle 
    mightily soaring 
         in the wilderness 
             higher than the Himalayan peak. 

                I wish I were a seagull 
                    gracefully dancing 
                          from dawn to dusk 

                              bringing joy to the seaworld. 

                                        I wish I were the Sun 
                                               glistening on the azure sky 
                                                       radiating rays of hope 

                                                                  to the weary soul.              

 

 
   Not an eagle, a seagull, nor the Sun 
          Grateful I am to my Maker though 
          As best architect in the Universe 
                 In His perfect time, marvelous things happen 
          Oh, let me  savor every victorious wreath! 

            W I S H E S  
     By  Dr. Claire Orpilla 

AY 2016-2017                                                Salalah College of Technology

                        English Language Center            
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You’re an unfilmable book 
     You’re a Bond villain 
You’re pipes leaking liquid through a poly-frescoed ceiling 
     You’re misattributed casting credits 
You’re an altitude 
You’re the caramelised ink’s smoke’s lift above Alexandria, dude 
     You’re neveryone, neverywhere 
You’re the gulf between toothed, plastic clips and windswept hair 
     You’re “anything which is not Christian” 
So yeah: You’re a lingamate sweep of birth canal limits, then 
     You’re downloaded panoramas of some far-flung, fractal summit 
The Benthic depths into which gasp-hungry whales plummet 
     You’re a wizard’s precogitated prose 
You’re a recipe’s calculated use of ‘No’s 
     You’re a cooing mama’s murmurs, and urgent, responsive gurgles 
What I’m trying to say here is: You’re an asset 
You’re a sabotaged political spectacle 
You’re nuns-and-vicars’ gropings under cassocks in a vestibule 
     You’re our disregard for border guards 
While we hurl animated instruments towards the stars 
     You’re the Infinitude proving the misfired cultural pudding 
Laying out all the things it could be – should be - doing 
     You’re the microinstant between a pendulum’s back, and forth 
The infrasonic Source we move away from and towards 
     Again, you are, and again 
You’re the looming Mega-Angel of NO-BEGINNING & NO-END 
And you’re legitimate, spitting rage 
You’re kids’ crucial fingers freeing birds from owners’ cages 
     You’re the awning against the light, and the wet, and the unspeakable heat 
You’re the mellifluous hiss of sizzling meat 
      You’re the gods’ amusement at odious men 
You’re cascades of my hysterics - and the drenched, singing toads that soundtracked them 
You’re ardent proto-Buddhists making merit 
You’re the recurrent, flaming harvest, and the ringing bellies that share it 
     You’re the threat to the right of a private citizen to own a handgun 
You’re those fuzzy, half-captured images of objects beyond our Sun 
     You’re quondam promise 
You’re mountains engorged with jungle, blue with distance 
You’re omni-hued hurled paint’s chaos-ordained mission 
     You’re a nighthawk banshee chorus, caped, and coolly howling black 
You’re the ruptured, foaming waters of waves blown back 
     You’re ink-spattered scholars receding along a long, gleaming hall 
     The Aeon, a child, at play with coloured balls 
You’re a dog’s thrill at the hunt, and the blood in its mouth 
You’re what counts 
You’re a Star Baby 
You’re a star 
You are 
So cool - You’re so cool - You’re so cool - 
You’re chaps who no longer need to brandish two-piece, custom-made pool cues 
     You’re snatched interviews with childhood-long heroes 
You’re MCs with limitless flow, raving well beyond Long-Shadows 
     You’re the roaring magma below, the nacreous cloud collisions above 
You’re radially symmetrical deposits of LUV 
     You’re reading – but not being read, or being “well-read”, or any critical keening 
You’re skies purpled by collapsing evenings 
     You’re the morphing, somehow-sentient architextured tryptamine Euphorium 
You’re Tourettesian truths, and listeners’ discomfort along with them 
     You’re Capricornian ultra-temperatures 
And you’re the yawning void preceding number and measure 
     You’re all the objects of all our poets’ figuratively hemorrhaging hearts 
     You’re this magnificent, shuddering Something suffusing us with love 

Love! – Love! – Love! 
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мама 

Мать 
Обними 
меня,мама...обними меня 
Что случилось,дорогой? 
Ты меня испугал. 
Те же картины...ужасные 
картины 
Кровь повсюду... 
Море крови. 
И резня... 
Человеческие трупы на 
улицах, 
Дети напуганы, 
Плачут, надрывая 
сердца. 
Почему, мама? Почему?  
Что они сделали,чтоб 
заслужить это? 
Мама,мама... 
Оружия со взрывчаткой 
Бомбят и уничтожают 
бойцов. 
Кошмары . И 
вынужденная эмиграция, 
Массы людей 
перемещаются. 
Голод, убийства, тонущие 
в открытом море 
Дети, старики и 
беременные женщины. 
Какой стыд человечеству! 
И зто есть пророчество от 
небес? 
И это есть слово Моисея, 
Иисуса и Мохаммеда? 
Разве это учение Будды? 
Разве это сказано 
Индийским гуру? 
Где чуткие сердца? Где 
покой? 
Где мир, мама? 
Да здравствует мир! 
Слава миру! 
 

Russian 
Translation by:  
Dr. Irina Kazumyan 

Mother 
Embrace me mother. Hug me. 

What’s wrong, darling? 

You startled me. Same images.  

Horrifying images.  

Bloodshed 

Blood bath 

And  massacre.  

Human corpse on streets.  

Children are frightened  

Sobbing out their heart. 

Why mother? Why?  

What have they done to deserve      

this?   

Barrels of explosives, 

Bombarding and destroying 

fighters.  

Nightmares.  

And forced migration.  

Masses of people are misplaced. 

Hunger, killing, drowning in 

high seas 

Sweeping children, old people 

and pregnant women  

What a human shame! 

Is this a prophecy from  

   Heaven? 

Is this thVive la paix, Vive la paix. 

  e word of Moses, Jesus and  

   Mohammed? 

Are these Buddha’s teachings? 

Or recited by Hindu  gurus? 

Where’s the tendered heart? 

Where’s peace? 

Where’s peace, mother?  

Glory to peace  

Glory to peace 

Glory to peace. 

 

English Translation  

by:  Mr.Osman 

 Mohammed 

Maman 
Pourquoi, cheri? 

Que se passe-t il? 

Encore ces images…horribles 

Du sang qui coule… bain de 

sang 

Massacre 

Cadavres dans la rue 

Enfants effrayes, 

Dont le Coeur sanglotte 

Pourquoi maman? Pourquoi? 

Qu’ont-ils fait pour meriter ca? 

Maman, maman 

Toutes ces explosions 

Qui bombardent et de-

truisent,tous ces guerriers…  

Cauchemars. Migrations 

forcees 

Peuples deplaces et malplaces, 

Faim, meurtre et noyade 

Balaye enfants, vieillards et 

femmes enceintes 

Quelle honte humaine! 

Cette prophetie est elle venue 

du ciel? 

Est ce le mot de Moise, Jesus 

et Mahomet? 

Fait-elle partie des ensei-

gnements de Bouddha? 

Est-elle recitee par les gourous 

indous? 

Ou est le Coeur attendri? Ou 

est la paix? 

Maman, ou est la paix? 

 

French Translation 

by:  Ms. Sandrine   

Sjolund 

 مادر
مادرم دستانت رادورم حلقة 

 كن...درآغشوم بكير

 جى شده عزيز من؟

 همان تصاوير وحشتناك

 خونريزى ...حمام خون

 وكشتار

 جنازة ها در خيابان

 كودكان وحشت زاده

 ترسشان را فرو ميخورند

 جرا مادرم؟جرا؟

 تاوان كدمين كناه را مى دهند؟

 مادرم...مادرم

 بشكه هاى باروت

بمباالان ميكنند و مبارزان رامى 

 كشند

 كابوسها و مهاجر تهاى إجبارى

دسته دسته انسانها ترك ميكنند ز 

 داكاشهانرا

كرسنه,كشته و ياغرق در امواج 

 بلند دريا

كودكان رانده شده، بيرمردانو 

زنان باردارداغ ننكى بر بيشانى 

 بشريت

 ايا اين است ندايياز بهشت؟

آيا اين است كالم محمد،عيسى و 

 موسى؟

 آيا اين است اموزه هاى بودا؟

كجاست آن قلب ريوف و مهربان؟ 

 كجاست صلح و آرامش؟

 زنده بادصلح

 زنده باد صلح

 

Persian  

Translation by: 

Dr. Manizheh 

 Alami  
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Pale song-birds 
nest under the eaves, 
light green this side of the rain. 
 
It’s no longer possible  
to ignore the river, 
the flooded pagoda— 
 
a stroke of luck 
as the stupa lit up, 
struck gold 
when the rain went. 

Burmese Day #2 
By  Mr. Kevin Dyer 
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     Education is one of the most important things 

that everyone needs to improve his/her life.       

Everyone has the right to be educated. Unlike 

some other countries in the Gulf, the Sultanate of 

Oman is one of the countries that offer a           

comprehensive system of public education for all 

people. Public education in Oman started in 1970. 

At first, there were only three primary schools in 

the entire country, dedicated only for boys, but 

after that for both boys and girls in all around 

Oman. Today, we have many schools in each     

region. There are now more than 1002 schools in 

Oman for primary, preparatory and secondary      

levels. Also, at the post-secondary and tertiary   

levels, there are many colleges and universities in 

Oman. In Dhofar, there are some colleges and a 

university. There are many schools in different 

towns and villages in Dhofar, too. However, 

Dhofar's student faces some problems while     

studying in colleges and universities. There are 

three issues which I feel are the most important  

affecting  the students in this region. 

     The first problem is what I consider to be a low 

achievement level. Regrettably, it is the case that 

Dhofar students fail in some subjects that they 

study while in colleges. This is because of a lack 

of interest and indifference on their part to the 

subjects in question. Also, I feel that they spend 

too much of their time playing and hiking. They 

fail to manage the time that they study and the 

time that they play effectively and efficiently 

enough to get suitable marks for their classes. 

     From my point of view, Dhofari students can 

solve this problem by thinking deeply about their 

future. They should attend the lectures that are 

scheduled, for both the class sections for common  

Issues Confronting Dhofari Students 
By Abdullah Darwish Al Balushi  

classes as well as those classes that are directly 

connected to their specialties and pay an increased 

amount of attention to their lessons. Also, they 

should allocate time for lesson study. If they        

follow these steps, they’ll increase the scope and 

number of classes for which they will receive    

passing or advanced levels of marks. 

     The second problem is lack of personal           

responsibility. Personal responsibility means the 

student must be responsible for committing their 

own acts and mistakes. When we were young, it 

was easy to blame parents and teachers alike to 

make ourselves feel better about our own mistakes.  

Successes and failures should be accredited to each 

person individually. In college, personal              

responsibility is rarely taken. Dhofari students 

don’t feel responsible for the information in the   

lectures they are supposed to attend, the awareness 

of time to attend all lectures and classes with a   

suitable degree of punctuality and reliability, and 

overall performance on and comprehension of the 

material that they will study for their major         

assessments taken at the end of each semester,     

primarily the mid-semester and final exams. The 

predictable result is they will fail and face many 

academic problems, such as multiple probations 

and, eventually, expulsion from college. 

  We are what we repeatedly 
do. EXCELLENCE, then is not 
an act, but a HABIT. 

~Aristotle 

      Continued on next page 
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     I think the solution to this problem depends on 

each individual student, male and female alike. 

The student should be responsible for his/her own 

study, time and preparation for major assessments. 

He/she should control their time, study hard and 

bear the final responsibility for any mistakes that 

were made, or failures that were incurred. He/she 

cannot blame anyone if he/she fails. Also, he/she 

should remember that studying at college is his/

her own responsibility. Personal responsibility is 

one of the college  student’s most elusive, yet  

necessary, roads to success.   

      The third problem that Dhofar students face in 

colleges is adapting to their new situation and      

circumstances. All of us have come from different 

villages and towns, and have our own local         

cultures which stem from the regions we hail 

from. Not all students who study in Dhofar are 

used to the system. They are unable to adequately 

control their own time. They usually don't attend 

schools with the regularity or tenacity that other 

students do, in locales such Muscat or other       

regions. When they attend the colleges, they       

experience a kind of culture shock because the 

college culture is so  different from the culture 

they have come to know before they came to     

Salalah College of Technology, for example. So 

they follow the same path that has been successful 

for them in the past, but has no guarantee of being 

successful in the future. The result is that they fail. 

       I think the solution depends on students    

themselves, as well as their extended families. 

They should learn to be responsible and manage 

their own time. Also, their parents must instill the 

organization of time in their children. They should 

help them to be responsible and control their time. 

Also, students should be told, repeatedly, that    

education is their future, and as many familial   

incentives and benefits should be offered to these 

potential college graduates as possible, to           

facilitate the most desirable outcomes, for the     

student, his family, and the Sultanate of Oman 

alike.  

     In conclusion, education is our way to achieve 

our dreams and to have a better life. High            

quality education at colleges and universities is an         

important step to building the future. Dhofari           

students face some challenges in the colleges due 

to their low achievement levels, their lack of      

responsibility and their seeming ability to adapt to 

their new situation. Students can overcome                

difficulties and problem by managing their time 

and studying hard.   

“Dhofari  students face some       

challenges in the colleges due to 

their low achievement  levels, 

their lack of responsibility and 

their inability to adapt to their 

new  situation.” 
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     Reading, as recent research has proven, is a 

complex, cognitive process. Psychologists,         

psycholinguists, and educators alike, seem to      

conceptualize, and perhaps even to                    

compartmentalize it, to some degree, mostly from 

the point of reference to their own specific          

academic domains. Overall, reading can be        

regarded to function as a learning gateway to                          

conceptualizing and understanding all other       

content areas. Therefore, the progress achieved in            

performing it successfully depends on the methods 

used to teach reading.  

      Although much of the available research has 

been conducted on teaching reading in different 

contexts, there are, as of yet, no theories that exist 

which sufficiently describe and explain how    

learners accomplish the complex task of reading 

real-world texts.  Teaching reading has become a 

subject of great concern to educators as well as   

policy makers. It is increasingly evident that       

effective reading is a basic component in the ability 

to advance in the process of learning other school 

subjects.  

      My personal perspectives that this article aims 

to spotlight emanate generally from the views of 

those teachers who are involved in the instruction 

of reading at the English Language Center of the 

Salalah College of Technology in order to           

understand their preferred teaching methods (the 

grammar-translation and the communicative    

methods) that are used in teaching reading to       

students and whether they may actually constitute 

a part of the cause of the reading difficulties faced 

by English language learners.  

     There have been comprehensive and wholesale 

changes in the methods of language teaching that 

have been employed, especially within the          

narrower field of reading. The various approaches 

to language teaching have gone through changes in 

language teaching methods of all of the four skills 

of the English language. These changes have       

reflected the different views of individual                   

instructors, over a period of time. These views try 

to approach the teaching of any second language 

from their specific perspective.  There are three 

theoretical views of language approaches and 

methods of teaching: (a) the structural approach 

which “is based on the belief that in the learning of 

a foreign language mastery of structures is more 

important than [the] acquisition [of]                                

vocabulary” (Mukalel, C. Joseph, 2005), (b) the 

functional approach, which focuses on the function 

of the mental processes involving consciousness in 

the process of learning a second language 

(Gordon, 1995), and  (c) the communicative or in-

teractional approach, which emphasizes interaction 

as both the means and the ultimate goal of                

studying any language (Nunan, 1991).  

 

Personal Perspectives on Teaching Reading Methods 
By Dr. Rais Attamimi 

                 Continued on next page 
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      A teaching method is an overall plan for the       

orderly presentation of language material that       

entails the notion of a systematic set of teaching 

practices based on a particular approach of          

language teaching.  The term “teaching method” 

has been defined by Richards and Rodgers (1986), 

as one of the most vital factors in language learning 

contexts.  The researchers believe that experiences 

in using different teaching approaches or methods 

can provide teachers with basic teaching skills that 

they can later add to or supplement their existing 

teaching experiences. Different studies succinctly 

pinpoint a strong claim to the positive effectiveness 

of teaching methods on the progress in the students’ 

reading skills.  

      It is obvious that both the grammar- translation 

and the communicative methods are being used 

widely by teachers these days. Frankly speaking, 

the grammar- translation method is considered by a 

remarkable number of teachers as one of the          

methods that can make reading instruction more 

effective. Some teachers further believe that the 

grammar- translation method is also useful in     

teaching English through the students' native       

language. Its primary focus is on "communicating 

words to memory, translating sentences, drilling 

irregular verbs, memorizing, repeating and applying 

grammatical rules with expectations” thus resulting 

in “insufficiency of instruction,” and “limited oral 

proficiency” (Bowen, Madsen, and Hilferty, 1985, 

p.19).   

       The other method which is used by teachers is 

the communicative method, where learners are     

expected to learn the communicative aspects of the 

language.  It is a student-centered approach which 

encourages pair and group work in classrooms.  

This method was initially originated to enhance the 

interpretation, expression, and negotiation of    

meaning of reading texts and/or printed/electronic 

materials (Savignon, 2011). It focuses on the     

learners’ needs for using the target language which 

could serve as a basis for developing                   

communicative    syllabi for language teaching.  

      Using the appropriate teaching method for    

reading depends on the precise coordination of a      

number of special skills which equip the  individual 

learners with the means to develop  consistent   

reading ‘attack strategies’ (Clarke and Silberstein, 

1979). Attack strategies can be  defined as the   

strategies which enable learners to decode      

phonemic structure of the words being learned 

and, in the same way combine them to form other 

words which already exist in the  target language.  

These special skills include reading skills as well 

as language skills, and should be taught to    

learners as the focal  component of any reading 

program.  

      Researchers in the realm of reading have     

formalized a framework for teaching reading in 

second language learning contexts, based on    

psycholinguistic views as proposed by Goodman 

(1971), Smith (1973), Miller (1967), Goodman 

and Burke (1973). Furthermore, they set a      

number of goals for the teachers of the reading 

skill. Five goals are worth noting here : (a) to    

encourage the students to take risks in the      

classroom as well as in their real lives, one        

example of taking risks in the classroom is to 

guess the meaning of a word or a passage in a 

reading textbook, (b) to ignore the students’     

prevailing impulses to always be correct; (c) to 

give students practice and encouragement in     

using the minimum number of syntactic and      

semantic clues of the target language; (d) to      

obtain the maximum amount of information 

when given a reading passage; and (e) to teach 

students to use reading strategies appropriate to 

the task at hand. As English language teachers 

may use various methods in order to teach     

reading, or indeed any other skill, in this vein, an 

approach that features enlightened eclecticism is 

highly recommended not only to teaching       

reading but also to teaching any other skill in 

English as it combines various teaching methods 

or techniques depending on the aims of the      

lesson and the abilities and needs of the learners 

in the teacher’s immediate teaching environment. 
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  P U Z Z L E 
L O G I C 

SOLUTIONS: 

Class    

Size     Room   Teacher           Class 

 

23         405   Dan             Listening 

27         319  Padmini          Grammar 

21          120   Manal              Writing 

25         122  Kevin             Reading 

29         201  Claire             Speaking 
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1. A boy and an engineer were fishing. The boy is the son 

of the engineer but  engineer is the father of the boy. 

Then who is the engineer? 

 

2. Everyone in the world needs it. They generously give it. 

But  never take it. Then what is it? 

 

3. He was driving a black truck in a long road in a great   

speed. The lights on the truck were off. It was a new 

moon day. An old lady was slowly  crossing the road. 

He should stop the truck  otherwise, he would hit the 

     lady. How did he stop the truck? 

 

4. Four children and their pet dog were walking under a 

small  umbrella. But none of them became wet. How? 

 

5. It is your possession and belongs to you. However, you 

use it very rarely. What is that? 

 

6. I will come one time in a minute, two times in a  moment, 

but will never come in thousand years.   Who am I? 

 

7. I'm the most slippery country in the world. What am I? 

 

8. You always make a more of them, but leave more of 

them behind you. The more you do, the more you leave 

behind. What is it? 

 

9.  Which moves faster? Heat or cold? 

RIDDLES 
 Compiled  by  Ms. Padmini Ivaturi 

      It's fun time now to enjoy these good riddles and have a good laugh. 
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About the Student Contributors: 

        Abdullah Ahmed Al- Ojili is specializing in Information Technology at Salalah College 

of Technology.  He is in the process of earning an Advanced Degree.  He has been studying at 

this college since 2013.  He presented this essay as a part of his persuasive speech          

presentation in his public speaking class in the second semester of the current   academic year. 

      Abdullah Darwish Al Balushi is specializing in Mechanical Engineering at Salalah       

College of Technology.  He is in the process of earning an Advanced Diploma.  He has been 

studying at this college since 2014. His essay is particularly important because he comes      

originally from the Muscat area, and may have special insight in his ability to compare and 

contrast Dhofari education with Muscat education.  He submitted this  essay for the specific 

purpose of displaying it here in the ELC Magazine, and was an  exemplary student in her     

public speaking class in the second semester of the current academic year. 

      Aya Al-Amri is specializing in Engineering at Salalah College of Technology. She is in 

the process of earning an Advanced Diploma. She has been studying at this college since 

2013.  She wrote her essay for the specific purpose of displaying it here in the ELC Magazine, 

and was an exemplary student in her public speaking class in the second semester of the       

current academic year. 

     Ghaith Bahjaj is specializing in Chemical Engineering at Salalah College of  Technology. 

He is in the process of earning an Advanced Diploma. He has been studying at this college 

since 2014.  He presented this essay as a part of his persuasive speech presentation in his     

public speaking class in the second semester of the current    academic year. 

     Ibrahim Salah Salim Al-Mahri is cur rently studying English in the Foundation 

prgram.  He was a student at the second level of the foundation in the second semester of the 

current academic year. 

     Maadh Ahmed Rafeet is cur rently studying English in the Foundation program.  He 

was a student at the second level of the foundation in the second semester of the current aca-

demic year. 

     Majid Tabook is specializing in Civil Engineer ing at Salalah College of Technolo-

gy.  He is in the process of earning an Advanced Diploma.  He has been studying at this col-

lege since 2012.  He presented his speech, as well as an additional   essay, on the topics pre-

sented in this magazine, as a part of his comprehensive  participation in his  public speaking 

class in the    second semester of the current academic year. 

     Mohammed Musallum Said Hubais is cur rently studying English in the Foundation     

program.  He was a student at the second level of the foundation in the second semester of the 

current academic year. 

     Said Al-Rawas is specializing in Information Technology at Salalah College of            

Technology.  He is in the process of earning an Advanced Degree.  He has been studying at 

this college since 2013.  He presented this essay as a part of his persuasive speech presentation 

in his public speaking class in the second semester of the current academic year. 
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